Abstract: Mixed reality in surgical telepresence has not been practically implemented as yet and research done, until now, is only theoretical. Aiming to implement a proposed new solution by merging virtual and augmented realities and bringing about improvements by removing occlusion and the noise caused by hand motions during surgery. The proposed system consists of an extended Camshift algorithm for the detection of the remote expert surgeon's hand during surgery and enhancement of an image synthesization algorithm to remove the occlusion by including two Red-Green-Blue-Depth (RGBD) cameras. The experimental results from 10 breast samples reduce the average accuracy error of the video frame image overlay from 1.44 mm to 1.28 mm with average processing time enhanced to 76 sec compared to the state-of-the-art method. The proposed system provides a satisfactory outcome in terms of accuracy and operating time, which allows surgeons in local and remote sites to collaborate more effectively.
Introduction
Any surgery is requiring expertise surgeon that has good knowledge and skill (DeSantis et al., 2017) . In rural areas, the surgeons have less experience than surgeons in the city, which has made it necessary in the past for expert surgeons to travel to local sites; rural areas, to perform surgery. Furthermore, in the surgery preparation stage, the Computed Tomography (CT) scan reports of the patient should be produced and had to be shared with the expert surgeon for pre-planning (Bruellmann et al., 2013) . This is costly and time-consuming process was later replaced by a video-guided monitoring system, the System for Telemonitoring with Augmented Reality (STAR), which facilitated remote collaboration between local site; surgery site and remote site; expertise surgeon site (Andersen et al., 2016; Guo et al., 2014) .
Mixed Reality (MR) has allowed expert surgeons to directly assist with their virtual hand in real live surgery at local sites (Shenai et al., 2011) . One of the major components of this system is Augmented Reality (AR) which combines a real-world scene with a virtually rendered object through superimposing one upon the other. It provides a 3-Dimensional (3D) view by merging computer-generated 3D images with real environments captured in real time through camera recorded 2D videos (Wang et al., 2017; Milgram and Kishino, 1994) . The remotely located expert surgeon can interact with the less expertise surgeon situated at a local site, acting as physical proxy in a Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) scenario (Przybyło, 2010; Liu et al., 2016) .
In a Mixed Reality (MR), if the virtual object is added in the real environment, it is augmented reality and if the real object is added in a virtual environment, it creates augmented virtuality (Baker et al., 2015; Diaz et al., 2017; Pin, 2015) . To visualize compound output in Mixed Reality, innovative implementations of devices like Google Glass (GG) (Chang et al., 2015) , Virtual Reality (VR) or stereoscopic camera are being used by both, the local and the remote surgeon. In general, most mixed reality systems use proprietary software that does not reveal how the system was implemented. Mahesh in (Shenai et al., 2014) has described LD-Virtual Interactive Presence (VIP) as a novel paradigm for collaboration where multiple surgeons are digitally combined into a composite field. Similarly Anderson et al. (2016) has implemented a platform named VIPAR for virtual assistance but has only provided theoretical knowledge. Figure 1a depicts how the rendered CT scan data is superimposed on the human body during surgery in AR. In Fig. 1b , it shows how the expertise surgeon in remote site can interact with the surgeon of rural area in local site as a physical proxy of the mentoring patient using camera attach to its side. In Fig. 1c , we can see how the local surgeon is able to visualize merged mixed reality of the brain with a detail view of both augmented video and remote surgeon hand. The main purpose of this paper is to create a MR with a 3D augmented video received from a local site showing the segmented virtual hand of the remote expertise surgeon. The idea here is to share mutual space between local and remote sites resulting in a mixed reality. the aim of this paper is to propose a new solution for the use of MR in surgical telepresence. A further aim is to implement an improved solution by merging virtual and augmented realities and bringing about improvements by removing occlusion and the noise caused by hand motions during surgery. The section called "Literature review" presents the collection of current solution and also describes the model of the stat of art method Shen et al. (2012) . The section followed by "Proposed Model" include the flowchart and pseudocode of the proposed formula. The section followed by called "Results" presents the results of the state of art and proposed solutions. The last section called "Discussion" describes the comparison between current and proposed system results and provides the conclusion for the paper. Shenai et al. (2011) has introduced Virtual Interactive Presence and Augmented Reality (VIPAR) system, which consists of two binocular stereoscopic cameras that capture 'view fields' on both local and remote stations. Video analysis of 3 separate video clips yielded a mean compositing delay of 760±606 msec (when compared with the audio signal). Image resolution was adequate to visualize complex intracranial anatomy and provide interactive guidance. However, this method failed to identify smaller anatomical structures and depth mapping due to poor camera resolution, where depth mapping is the position of the remote surgeon's hand in relation to the surgical field. A lack of depth mapping has the potential to create a significant problem in the surgical visual field if the view is distorted by bleeding.
Related Work
To create a seamless video composition, Shen et al. (2012) has proposed a hybrid blending method which combines two video frames and generates a composite video. This technique is applied to the computer animation field where two different background images are merged. It uses a boundary-aware mesh generating algorithm in video frames to optimize the identification of 3D mean value coordinates and further implements alpha blending (a combination of alpha matting and a gradient domain algorithm) to refine the composition result. Hybrid video composition removes the artifacts, smudging and sawtooth from the final combined video. This solution has shown great reductions in processing time as it took just 120 sec for 100 video-frames of 1280*720 resolution. However, this system failed to detect foreground objects moving quickly and did not address occlusion removal after merging since it does not need to view occluded background images after merging. Nevertheless, taking these features into the proposed system will help to merge videos in real time. Andersen et al. (2016) implemented a new mentoring method using the System for Telemonitoring with Augmented Reality (STAR) system. It is based on a transparent display which avoids focus shifting by placing annotations sent by the remote surgeon directly into the surgical field. Participants using STAR completed the 2 tasks with less placement error (45% and 68%) and with fewer focus shifts (86% and 44%), but more slowly (19% for each task). Using this method has provided a way to monitor from a long distance but the expert surgeon can only communicate through Annotation and the audio channel which is not sufficiently interactive. It has Annotation placement errors, due to which the annotated area and anatomy could differ during operation. Therefore, due to all these limitations, this system does not offer opportunities for either improvement or use.
Similarly, Shenai et al. (2014) developed a Virtual Interactive Presence (VIP) system, which consists of remote and local stations. The local station captures a video feed from the site of a procedure and sends it to a remote station, where the capture participant's hand interacts with the video. The result is sent back to the operating field. Image processing in then implemented in C and Python's programming and merged using VIP. Image processing is a method of performing several operations like noise reduction, geometric transformations, image registration, etc. It is done to extract an important information from the image, for instance, visualizing (Observing object that is not clearly visible in the original image by sharpening and restoring), Image recognition (Distinguish an object within an image).
The researchers have solved the problem of a spatial relation between local and remote fields according to scale and space using a VIPAAR spatial alignment algorithm, i.e., the spatial relation of the surgeon's hands in relation to the surgical field. However, the work does not provide details of algorithms or a technique for merging. Therefore, this method is of no further interest.
Similarly, Shen et al. (2012) have proposed mixed reality interaction using a real-time Natural User Interfaces (NUI) engine for interaction, using a human hand in mixed reality. They have focused on mixed reality-based games and touch-less application. A video of a hand is capture using a web camera and they implement real-time processing using Graphic Processing Unit (GPU) programming. Alpha blending is used to create a mixed environment based on the blend factor alpha which signifies the opacity range to blend the hand with any background frame. To remove the noise, they have used dilation and erosion mask shifting. This is useful for the proposed solution and the concept of alpha blending has been implemented. Walton et al. (2017) has proposed a way to render virtual objects in real time in mixed reality in the multimedia field. It has used a RGBD and a small fisheye camera to create environment maps, which generate a 3D geometric model of the scene, using a dense 3D model from an RGBD camera using a Simultaneous Localization And Mapping (SLAM) algorithm. The limitation of this solution is that geometric accuracy is higher when the virtual object is closer to the surrounding real scene. Due to this limitation, the system can be difficult to implement. Also, the object rendered is completely virtual, which is not the case in the proposed system. Przybyło (2010) has proposed an extensive Continuously Adaptive Mean Shift (CAMSHIFT) algorithm, which detectsa hand in motion even during fast movement. This system converts an RGB image to a Hue-Saturation-Value (HSV) and collects motion information from the luminance components. However, tracking the object may be weaker due to an insufficient frame rate and the low sensitivity of the algorithm when only the finger is moved rather than a whole hand. Nonetheless, the extensive algorithm can be taken into consideration for implementation and has been included in the proposed solution.
Surgical guidance can be a significantly benefit MR Kersten-Oertel et al. (2013) using implementation of mixed reality image-guided surgery with different visualization techniques based on a Data, Visualization processing, View (DVV) taxonomy (Walton et al., 2017) , whereby 'a set of data about the patient is sent to the end user for image processing and visualizing. The result is a new defined perception location, a display technique to create the visualization and an interactive tool which deals with design. Here researchers have identified 'Surface' as a better data representation, colour coding as best visualization processing and found psychophysical and human factor studies of visualization and interaction technique were the limitation. Habert et al. (2017) introduced multi-layer visualization in the surgical scene in mixed reality, which improves the surgeon's visualization by recovering the occluded part through making the occluding object transparent and creating a different layer during surgery. A volumetric based image synthesization technique was used to recover the occlusion created by the expert hand during hand detection, by using multiple cameras from a different viewpoint. The experimental results show a recovery accuracy of between 45 to 99%. Two RGBD cameras on both sides at a diagonal angle are also used to calculate the depth image and wide-angle video image. The recovery of the occluded area is highly dependent on the RGBD camera settings, i.e., the higher the surgeon's hand with respect to the anatomy (Bradski, 1998) , the higher the occlusion recovery on both sides. Using a synthesization technique provides user-adjustable multiple layer visualizations between hand, surgical instrument and patient. Adding this feature will solve occlusion problems in the proposed system.
State of the Art Solution
This part defines the currently existing system and limitations (highlighted in red Fig. 2 ). The model proposed by Shen et al. (2012) was applied for combining videos using a hybrid video composition technique from the cinematography and computer animation field. The model provided a processing time of the video composition of 120 sec with a frame size of 1280*720 in 100 frames. The model is divided into three different sub-sections (Fig. 2) namely Source, Target and Composite Video. This model blends a given source video into a target video with high-performance in minimal computing time.
Target: The target in the given state-of-art model is considered as foreground image, which is extracted to merge with the background image i.e., source. A 2-Dimensional (2D) video is taken from the offline source, which means it is not a real-time video captured from a camera and then frames are extracted in the form of a series of frame cubes. These frame cubes are merged with the foreground image cubes from the composite video section using video composition.
Source: Similarly, the source is the background image where the target image is overlayed. Here, the frame cubes extracted from the offline video with a single camera starts capturing a video, which is divided into cubes as in the above target section. The composition of multiple image segments is called the frame cubes. Frame cubes mean the frames are extracted from the offline video that captured using single video camera and then will be divided into frame cubes. The composition of multiple image segments from the captured video is called frame cubes. To blend the source video with the target video, a source patch Region Of Interest (ROI) is marked. Where ROI is area of interest is the specific area within the source frame cubes where the target is composite. ROI in consecutive frames is automatically tracked using an optical flow algorithm. With the help of optical flow algorithm, it helps to identify the ROI of image objects between two consecutive image frames (Correia and Campilho, 2002) . The boundary region of the source video is marked so that said source video can overlay in the target video, which is further achieved in the composite video subsection.
Composite Video: In this part, a hybrid video composition using mesh generated algorithm is used for generating a mesh of source and target video in the series of source and frame cubes. To generate a mesh, at first ROI of the foreground image is selected and 3D MeanValue-Coordinate (MVC) of a source and target frame cubes are calculated. Where, 3D MVC is a process to calculate third coordinate of 3D image known as z-index of existing 2D image which only consists of x and y coordinate to create a 3D image. Once the mesh is generated, it is blended using hybrid alpha blending which combines alpha blending and gradient domain. The current system has enhanced alpha blending to hybrid blending which is the combination of mesh generation and alpha blending. It refines the generated composite video by removing the artefacts in less processing time with high accuracy. Nevertheless, this model has mentioned few of the limitation. Firstly, the given algorithm could not handle foreground object if it is moving very fast and widely. When the foreground image is fast, it is hard to track and cage in a given mask. Secondly, this composition algorithm is not very effective when the boundary of an object keeps on changing very frequently due to the movement of object. When the boundary keeps changing the algorithm fail because of the conflict, it creates due to frequent change of ROI. Lastly, it has not mentioned anything about the recovery of an occlusion occurred after merging of a video. It requires strong image processing techniques for better occlusion recovery.
Hybrid Blending: Once the source and target video frames are extracted, ROI is selected in following frames and 3D mesh of video is generated using mesh generated algorithm. Then the generated mesh is blended using hybrid blending to create the composite video. Hybrid blending method is used to refine the result and eliminates the sawtooth and discoloration effects. The Hybrid-Blending equation that blends and refines the composite videos in the state of art method is presented in Equation 1 (Shen et al., 2012): ( )
Where: I final = Final composite Image α = Opacity value B = Background Image φ = Constrain the blending degree This system has proven accuracy with an overlay error of 1.44 mm and processing time of 74.9 sec. in 50 frames. It can also be improved further using the proposed technique to 1.28 mm to combine two videos in real time. The limitation to this system is that it could not detect the foreground frame cubes when it is in high motion as well as it does not recover the occluded part. The region of interest is selected in first frame cube of source video and it is tracked automatically in the consecutive image cubes, but the foreground image in high motion can cause blur in final composite video. The hybrid-blending method is used to merge and align two videos in real time is presented in Table 1 and flowchart of it is in Fig. 3 . Step-1: Camera captures the source image sequence and target image sequence is selected.
Step-2: Region of Interest is selected to map the coordinate with target and remote source cubes.
Step-3: Calculate hybrid blending using equation 1. END
Proposed Solution
Before proposing an ultimate solution, ranges of techniques related to mixed reality were reviewed for this article. Those articles had offered different solutions, which have both pros and cons. All of them were critically analyzed based on different factors. Although practical researches in surgical telepresence domain have not been done, a pre-existing technique for mixed reality has been reviewed to assess the feasibility of MR to perform long-distance surgical assistance. Out of all, one model presented by Shen et al. (2012) has been select as the best solution and the proposed solution is used as a base for it. The proposed solution (Fig. 4) takes necessary features from the state of art solution that proposed by Shen et al. (2012) and has some good features of second and third best solution for image synthesisation proposed by Habert et al. (2017) and extensive Continuously Adaptive Mean Shift (CAMSHIFT) algorithm proposed by Przybyło (2010) respectively to address the limitation we found in Shen et al. (2012) model. Furthermore, another feature is also added from system proposed by Habert et al. (2017) by implementing two Red-GreenBlue-Depth (RGBD) cameras (4 k camera (3840×2160)) to improve depth image and a wide-angle video image in a remote site. Image synthesisation is used to recover occluded area created by surgeon's hand and extensive Continuously Adaptive Mean Shift (CAMSHIFT) is used for detecting high motion hand even in the complex background. This paper has proposed an enhanced hybrid blending synthesization equation to merge, refine and recover the occluded area parallel with high accuracy and proposed extensive Continuously Adaptive Mean Shift (CAMSHIFT) to detect a moving hand even in high speed. We have implemented it in breast surgery.
Algorithm History
The Alpha blending was introduced by Alvy Ray Smith on August 15, 1995. The technique was introduced to combine any two digital images with full alpha matte. The algorithm does not merge nicely when the source and target frame color is same. Hence, Shen et al. (2012) proposed hybrid alpha blending to refine sawtooth and discolor in composite video. Gary R. Bradski originally introduced CAMSHIFT algorithm in 1998 to detect and track human face and object. Later, it was modified to deal with dynamically varying color probability distribution capture from video frame sequence. The modified algorithm named as the Continuously Adaptive Mean Shift (CAMSHIFT) algorithm (Habert et al., 2017) . The various researchers have implemented and modified CAMSHIFT in several sectors as per their need. Similarly, Przybyło (2010) has proposed extensive CAMSHIFT algorithm due to the fact they found the human visual system not only integrates the color but also motion. Shen et al. (2012) proposed a hybrid blending algorithm. This algorithm consists of mesh generation and alpha blending algorithms. Our proposed algorithm consists of generation algorithm and the Modified Volumetric Based Image Synthesization. Alpha blending has enhanced by us. Proposing a new video-based blending technique for merging virtual hand and surgical scene with 3D mean value blending with Hybrid alpha blending. While merging the source and target video i.e., virtual hand with surgical scene the result might lead to artifacts. When the texture of the source and target are different, smudging and artifacts appear on composition video. Here the solution hybrid blending is used to remove the problem. We combine alpha matte with alpha blending to provide better result. 
Area of Improvement

Internet
The area of improvement is focused on reducing the occlusion occurred by the surgeon's hand motion. To improve the overall system in the proposed method, hand occlusion is undertaken first. The generated composited video of the both local and remote site from state-of-art does not consider about the recovery of the occluded area. The occlusion occurred by surgeon's hand and medical instruments are removed by image synthesisation technique in our proposed system. The synthesisation technique helps to recover the occluded area by merging the images captured by the 2RGBD camera from the side angle view. In state-of-the-art, Hybrid blending was used to combine videos from two different sources and it is now integrated with the modified image synthesisation technique by removing the unwanted x-ray image layers from the algorithm proposed by Habert et al. (2017) which will help to solve remove the occlusion.
Local Site Environment (Surgery Side)
This site generates 3D augmented video from the 3D CT scan data and images of patient anatomical structure. The 3D augmented video is converted to 3D augmented video frame and sends it to the remote site using standard Internet connection.
Remote-site Environment (Virtual Side) using Extensive CAMSHIFT Algorithm
Two RGBD cameras are used to capture the real-time video of expertise hand from the different angle. The depth (D) in RGBD represents the depth, which will maintain the depth perception during visualization in the surgical field. Videos captured by two cameras are processed by extensive CAMSHIFT for the motion detection of expertise hand in real time. The proposed extensive CAMSHIFT algorithm uses both color and motion captured by the camera to detect the hand in motion (Przybyło, 2010) . Then videos are segmented into video frame and region of interest is selected and matched with the video frame came from the local site. Frames with ROI are blended using the Hybrid blending algorithm to combine two videos. Extensive CAMSHIFT algorithm is used here to remove the limitation of current solution, which does not detect moving image that is used for merging. The motion with the hand is calculated by simulating three different hand samples in Matlab using proposed extensive CAMSHIFT algorithm, which helps to improve the accuracy by 0.16 mm. Proposed Equation 3 is to detect the hand speed using extensive CAMSHIFT:
Where: P = Final probability map P m = Motion probability Image BW = Binary motion map Pcolor = Color probability image α = Alpha values in RGB image
Remote Environment (Mixed Reality Side) using Enhanced Volumetric-Based Image Synthesization
Once merging is done between segmented hand from surgeon remote site and augmented video from a surgery local site the occlusion needs to be removed in MR. The current solution by Habert et al. (2017) could synthesize the view, the background occluded by surgical hand to visualizing it during transparency. In the beginning, two RGBD cameras are placed on the side of the C-arm, giving additional information from another viewpoint. Image captured from 2 RGBD camera angle is synthesized alongside alpha value which is generated during capturing process. After that, each camera synthesization and alpha value is multiplied. The raytracing is performed on every pixel to recover the complete occlusion of segmented hand. Additionally, a noise removal step is added using morphological opening on mask image of the hand. After that, the second raytracing was performed based on the segmentation using binary search resulting in a colour image of background synthesized combined with the colour image of first raytracing which creates an occlusion free image of expertise hand. Finally, 3D augmented video frame is merged with occlusion recovered frame by hybrid blending and create mixed reality.
The hybrid blending algorithm generates composite video without removing the occlusion using Equation 1 
Where: ψ = Sequence of foreground video frame cube λ ji = MVC according to specified boundary condition K = constrain of the blending degree τ = Function whose value is between 0-1 P = boundary condition
The above Equation 5 helps to calculate the constraint degree after calculating the mean value coordinate of given video to compose 3D video. With this approach, the local surgeon has full control for observing different layers having a choice to emphasize layer, they are interested. It has proposed a way to recover the occluded anatomical structure and view recovered image frame from live video frame capture from twocamera using image synthesized technique. The current technique of composition present in the state-of-the-art solution is unable to handle the foreground object, i.e., surgeon's hand that moves quite fast making hard to track and cage in a given mask. In addition, it did not consider about the occlusion recovery of background image occurred by foreground image during merging. However, the proposed technique is given by Habert et al. (2017) helps to recover the occluded area using image synthesization. Whereas, Equation 6 helped to segment the quick motion hand more accurately by using both of the color and motion information. Enhanced volumetricbased image synthesization has been integrated with hybrid video composition to refine, eliminate smudging and sawtooth artefacts and also recover a fair amount of an obstructed anatomical region from the composite video, which will allow the remote surgeon to guide virtually from long distance with better perception. Finally, when all these equations are combined and executed in Mixed Reality system, it works impeccably.
Why BSEC?
The CAMSHIFT algorithm, which uses the skincolor for detecting the human face and hand, is able to operate in a captured video in real time with a color probability distribution. Image synthesization is multiple layer visualizations with background recovery with a user-adjustable scheme for transparency between different layers. The state-of-the-art, Hybrid Blending we picked (In Equation 1) has only provided us with merging of type of videos from two different sources in one local site. It has a limitation during detecting hand or segmenting the object from source if it has higher pace.
In addition, when this algorithm uses in surgical telepresence, occlusion recovery is significant, which needs to be fixed for better cooperation. Occlusion occurs when the surgeon's hand is placed over the patient anatomy during surgery; this could be fixed using both above-mentioned algorithms, i.e., extensive CAMSHIFT and Image synthesization. The proposed system takes the same steps hybrid blending, but it merges with the synthesization technique to reduce the processing time for running both extensive Camshift and Image synthesization algorithm separately. Both hybrid alpha blending and volumetric based image synthesization are merged to run in parallel manner helping to recover and blend into one single view with less processing time. The proposed solution does not take any x-ray image as input during the surgery in the virtual site so; it has been removed from the image synthesization equation. Similarly, the fast pace of hand is recovered using the extensive CAMSHIFT algorithm which runs in the beginning phase with the system which helps to better segmentation of hand. It captures the image using the RGBD camera using color and motion captured by the camera, where RGBD is a combination of RGB camera and its corresponding depth image. The RGB value is used for better segmentation of hand whereas; depth value is an image channel where each pixel denotes the distance between the corresponding image and image plane which keeps better accuracy. Table 2 indicate the proposed algorithm. The proposed algorithm works well with the hybrid video composition technique. Both of the algorithms have been included within the system and integrated into the proposed equation to eliminate unnecessary variables based upon the equation results. The composite video of the proposed system is 1.29~1.45 mm which is an error in accuracy and the number of processed frame is 50 on average. The flowchart of the proposed extensive CAMSHIFT and volumetric based image synthesization algorithm is shown in Fig. 5 and 6 respectively. Step-1: Two RGBD camera captures the hand image from the different viewpoint.
Step-2: Convert RGB image frame to HSV conversion and calculate the motion of hand using equation 3.
Step-3: Calculates the constraint the blending degree calculated using equation 5 Step-3: Calculate volumetric based image Synthesization is using given enhanced equation 4. Calculate the multilayer image created by blending all the layers END 
Experimental Results and Discussion
In this section, we present experimental results came from our current and proposed solution. We have used Matlab version R2017b with 10 samples of augmented videos of breast surgery; some hand image and hand videos as an input to our work. Breast surgery samples and hand image frame are collected Combine probability maps or select from colour probability Camshift from online resources; our hand video is taken from Matlab using a laptop camera in the black background. Performance of our system is measure based on accuracy and processing time. All the experiments are done in a simulator called Matlab, which might result different from the real experiment and the result generated in 10 different breast and hand samples is shown in Table 3 . The experimental results from 10 breast samples reduce the average accuracy error of the video frame image overlay from 1.44 to 1.28 mm with average processing time enhanced to 76 sec compared to the state-of-the-art method.
The proposed system consists of three stages: Local site, Virtual site and Remote site. In the local site, 3D augmented video is produced and sent it to the remote through the Internet connection. In the remote site, the expert surgeon can see 3D augmented view received from local and it is used for guiding local surgeon by sending mixed reality. The mixed reality is created in remote site by merging remote surgeon hand with 3D augmented video frame. The produced mixed reality produced is sent back to the local surgeon in real time. The 3D augmented video frame received by the remote site surgeon, captured hand of a remote site surgeons is shown in Fig. 7a and 7b respectively. Two RGBD cameras are used to capture the hand; the motion with the hand is hard to detect so, Extensive Camshift Algorithm is used for the motion detection in real time. A frame is extracted from the video; ROI is used for mapping coordinate and hybrid blending is done to merge and align two frames. Then, proposed volumetric based image synthesization is used to remove the occlusion and create multilayer visualization and the overlayed image is shown in Fig. 5c . The current and proposed algorithms were simulated in Matlab with the videos collected from the online sources and hand captured of own. The visualized hidden anatomy, such as the blood vessels and the tumors, will be an input as an augmented video to our proposed system. The augmented visualized video should be created in local site (surgery site) and sent to remote site (surgeon site). Sample dataset collected is from a different age group from 24 to 50 and weight from 99 lb to 190 lb. An augmented 3D video is used to experiment on both current and proposed equation algorithm. Accuracy is checked according to the overlay error in mixed reality using enhanced as well as processing time is calculated according to the processing time consumed by the system. Accuracy and processing time taken by the current and proposed solutions are displayed in the bar graph. Figure 8 shows the average accuracy error of current and proposed system in different ten samples. Similarly, Fig. 9 reflects the average processing time taken by proposed solution and current solution to generate the complete output. In Fig.  8 and 9 , blue is indicated as current and green as a proposed solution. Figure 9 shows processing time comparison against the state-of-the-art method. The figure reveals that the proposed time only requires extra 1% computational time compared to the state-of-the-art method, however, it provides a significant improvement in terms of accuracy (Fig. 8) .
The above results show the accuracy and processing time taken by the current solution and proposed novel solution for the breast telepresence. The difference between current and the proposed in accuracy and processing time is in Table 2. In above Table 2 , the stateof-art has an accuracy error of 1.5 mm and it took 77 secs for processing 50 frames. The proposed system has used Extended Camshift and Volumetric Based Image Synthesization for detecting motion with the hand and removing occlusion in real time and has an accuracy error of 1.29 mm and 78 sec. The accuracy and processing time is calculated by simulating the temporal protocol in MATLAB systems. The 'Ruler' tool helps to measure the distance between two points. This measurement has done in pixel and converted to mm; where (1 pixel = 0.264583). Accuracy error distance has calculated between two pints (A and B) ; where A is the image point where the surgeon hand should indicate and B is where the remote hand has overlayed. We quantify the degree of improvement in processing time by running the state of art and proposed algorithms and the duration of running each algorithm. Furthermore, image overlay in real time with hand motion detection and occlusion removed does not cause a significant difference in processing time because of no parallel processing. The deformation of the soft tissues has not significant effect on the image overlay accuracy in breast surgeries. This is because of the breast is consist of fatty tissue and the possible deformation of surrounding dense soft tissues is minimal.
Conclusion and Future Work
To conclude, the mixed reality within the field of surgery is a great achievement, which is created by combining different techniques with further improvement. The implementation of two RGBD cameras and CAMSHIFT algorithm has improved to obtain a better segmentation of a hand for interaction even in the motion with the great accuracy. The hybrid alpha blending algorithm has successfully merged two videos from a different source and background seamlessly without smudging and sawtooth. It can also be implemented successfully during capturing the video in real-time. Volumetric based image synthesization technique has allowed us to recover and view occluded area-using transparency in a different level, which could even be adjustable by surgeons according to their needs. Motion threshold has suppressed the influence noise to the image during extraction of hand.
The implementation of such a system has been a field of a research on few surgeries; however, there are many areas where deep research still needs to be done since mixed reality is an emergent topic. Although few have proposed an idea about mixed reality, they have failed to implement practically. This research has explored different technique and integrated them to create a completely new system, which is both doable and practical. The accuracy error of the proposed system is 1.29 mm, which has shown significant improvement on the overall system. This justifies the addition of the proposed BSEC to overcome the different addressed limitations in the existing best solution.
The proposed algorithm was done in (MatLab simulation) to create a multilayer visualization with less accuracy error. Some proprietary software has been proposed to address this issue, but none of them has implemented and provided with an accurate solution. If the design and implementation work toward such anatomically challenging area, its potential application will be limitless and could be globally renowned.
Several improvements in future research can be done including transparency of local surgeon hand as user preferences, segmentation and occlusion. All these improvements can provide satisfying result in creating a mixed reality for telesurgery.
